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Interoperation Use Case

 US tourist in Australia stricken with acute 
febrile illness presents to local physician, 
providing a CDA record summary to the 
physician for medical history.

 November 1 Session 2:

– What are the patient’s problems?

– Does the patient have history of infections?

– Is the patient allergic to planned treatment?



Clinical finding in SNOMED CT 

 The largest of the 19 
top-level hierarchies 
with over 100,000 
concepts



Clinical finding concepts
 Represent the result of a clinical observation, assessment or 

judgment
 Includes both finding and disorder concepts e.g. Abnormal 

fetal heart rate (finding), Diabetes mellitus (disorder)
 Characteristics of findings

– Can represent both normal and abnormal states
– May exist at a single point in time
– Cannot be temporally separated from the observation 

(e.g. no “abnormal heart rate absent”)
 Characteristics of disorders

– Represent an abnormal state
– Have an underlying pathological process
– Exist over a period of time
– Can be present when their manifestations are not evident 

(e.g. patient with hypertension may have normal blood 
pressure readings)



Clinical finding concept 
model – defining attributes

 Episodicity

 Interprets

 Has interpretation

 Pathological process

 Occurrence

 Finding site

 Finding method

 Finding informer

 Severity

 Associated 
morphology

 Associated with
• Causative agent

• Due to

• Temporally related to
• After

• Before

• During

 Clinical course

 Has realization
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Associated morphology

 Specifies morphological changes 
characteristic of the disease



Finding site

 Specifies body site affected



Relationship grouping

Relationship 
group 1

Relationship 
group 2



Causative agent
 Identifies the direct causative agent



Has realization

 Specifies the process of activity that is the 
consequence of realization of the function



Allergy 



Pathological process
 Provides information about the underlying 

pathological process



Interoperability use case
 Mr. Jones, 75 years old, a retired school 

teacher, joined a round-the-world cruise and 
disembarked at Sydney, Australia for a city 
tour

 He had developed a fever of 38.5 degrees 
Celsius the night before, a mild cough and 
some pain in urination

 His fever persisted during the day, he 
vomited a few times and was feeling weak

 The tour guide decided to take Mr. Jones to a 
medical clinic that was experienced in the 
care of traveling tourists 



Interoperable electronic 
health record
 The clinic’s EHR was able to accept Mr. Jones’s 

summary medical information on a thumb drive, 
formatted according to the HL7 C-CDA (consolidated 
clinical document architecture) standard, this 
includes:
– Medical problems
– Medications
– Allergies
– Laboratory tests and results
– Procedures 
– Etc.

 Most of the information is encoded in standard 
terminologies e.g. SNOMED CT, LOINC and RxNorm
in the North American realm





CDA Problem Coding



Medical assessment

 Dr. Smart saw Mr. Jones. Her impression 
was that he was suffering from some acute 
infection. The clinic EHR allowed Dr. Smart 
to ask questions based on what’s known 
about Mr. Jones from the C-CDA record:
– Was Mr. Jones known to suffer from an 

infection in the past, which may have 
recurred?

– Was Mr. Jones suffering from some form of 
immunosuppression? This would 
• make him susceptible to infection
• affect the choice of treatment



Infectious diseases
 to find any infectious diseases, the EHR 

issued a query to the SNOMED CT 
problem list:

– Descendant of Disease (disorder), and

– Defining attribute Pathological process 
(attribute) = Infectious process (qualifier 
value) 

(6725 concepts)



Infectious Disease?



Infectious diseases
 to find any infectious diseases, the EHR 

issued a query to the SNOMED CT problem 
list:

– Descendant of Disease (disorder), and

– Defining attribute Pathological process 
(attribute) = Infectious process (qualifier 
value) 

(6725 concepts)

 Mr. Jones had indeed suffered from Lower 
urinary tract infectious disease (disorder) in 
the past



Immunsuppression?
 In problem list, look for

– 'Patient immunocompromised (finding)'
or 
– 'Patient immunosuppressed (finding)'
or 
– 'Immunodeficiency disorder (disorder)'(362 

concepts)
 Additionally, in medications list, see whether Mr. 

Jones was on any immunosuppressants or 
steroids
– Combined SNOMED CT and RxNorm query 

discussed yesterday



Immunodeficiency state or 
disorder



Immunsuppression?
 In problem list, look for

– 'Patient immunocompromised (finding)'
or 
– 'Patient immunosuppressed (finding)'
or 
– 'Immunodeficiency disorder (disorder)'(362 

concepts) 
 In medications list, see whether Mr. Jones was on 

any immunosuppressants or steroids
– Combined SNOMED CT and RxNorm query (more 

on this later)
 370391006|Patient immunosuppressed (finding)| in 

problem list of the CDA document



Diagnosis

 Urine microscopy came back positive for 
white blood cells

 Dr. Smart thought that the most likely 
diagnosis was urinary tract infection

 She considered prescribing 
MACRODANTIN© (Australian brand 
name for nitrofurantoin) but has to check 
whether Mr. Jones was allergic



Allergy checking
 Mr. Jones’s allergy list included:

– MACROBID© (US brand name for 
nitrofurantoin) - which would have been 
missed

 Luckily, the EHR did another query for Mr. 
Jones’s problems:
– Propensity to adverse reactions (disorder), 

and
– Has realization (attribute) = Allergic process 

(qualifier value) (>July 2019 ed), and
– Causative agent (attribute) = Nitrofurantoin 

(substance) 
 There was indeed an entry of Allergy to 

nitrofurantoin (finding) among Mr. Jones’s 
problems

Relation 
grouped



Treatment

 Dr. Smart changed the prescription to 
BACTRIM© (Australian brand name for 
Trimethoprim + Sulfamethoxazole) after 
checking for allergies

 Mr. Jones received the prescription, and 
was advised to drink a lot of water

 His fever subsided and the urinary 
symptoms disappeared the following day 





Interoperation Use Case
 In preparation to writing a prescription for 

an antibiotic, does the patient have kidney 
disease?

 …Allergic to diabetic medications?



Interprets
 Specifies the testing procedure or test result 

that defines the ‘Evaluation finding’

 Rule: 

– Domain: Clinical finding

– Attribute: Interprets

– Range: {Observable_entity| 
Lab_procedure| Evaluation_procedure}

 Example: Renal insufficiency(finding) => 
Interprets => Measurement of renal function 
(procedure)



Has interpretation
 Specifies the testing result or conclusion 

that defines the ‘Evaluation finding’

 Rule: 

– Domain: Clinical finding

– Attribute: Has interpretation

– Range: Findings values (qualifier)|Test 
result per observable definition

 Example: Renal insufficiency(finding) => 
Has interpretation => Impaired (qualifier)



Renal insufficiency 169 cases



Allergy to Diabetic Medication




